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Molecules are the smallest building blocks still providing the structural diversity enabling the 
integration of particular functions. Our target structures are often inspired by macroscopic 
models and working principles from various fields and for their assembly we profit from the 
achievements in synthetic chemistry. While in many cases the target structures are tailor-made 
to act as functional unit in a particular experimental set-up, there are also examples that are to 
a large extent motivated by their intrinsic structural beauty.  

Profiting from the interdisciplinary environment of an institute of nanotechnology, the first 
scientific achievements were in single molecule transport experiments. Still today, a con-
siderable fraction of the activities are geared towards integrating molecular devices as 
functional units in electronic circuits and belong thus to the scientific topic “molecular 
electronics”. Examples are the recent development of a massive parallel and CMOS 
compatible integration strategy for self-assembled monolayers,[1] a series of biphenyl 
derivatives with fixed inter-phenyl torsion angles enabling to corroborate the single molecule 
character of the transport studies,[2-4] a single-molecule electroluminescence experiment 
complementing the physical response of the molecular junction,[5] or E-filed triggered single 
molecule switches.[6-8] 

An example of more structural beauty and fundamental physical properties driven research 
direction are the helical chiral “Geländer”-type structures that were developed in the past few 
years in our lab. While the initial molecular design comprised benzylic ethers as elongated and 
wrapping oligomer sub-strand,[9,10] we recently reported the first all-carbon based “Geländer” 
structure.[11] However, even though not obvious from the beginning, also these activities are 
motivated by envisaged transport studies with magnetic field dependent molecular junctions 
as long-term objective. Recently a first molecular design profiting from 1,3-diethinyl interlinked 
phenyl subunits as conjugated banister was proposed[12] and first loop-shaped molecular 
architectures will be presented. 

Supramolecular concepts were applied to control and pre-organize the spatial arrangement of 
molecular building blocks. Examples are water soluble rotaxanes[13] and daisy chains,[14] chiral 
metal complexes,[15] molecular graph paper based on current sensitive self-assembled mono-
layers,[16] or the production of molecular textile by pre-organizing the monomers in a MOF 
layer.[17]  

Our current interests are geared towards chiral model compounds and their interplay with 
external electric or magnetic fields, controlled und unidirectional motion in molecular machines, 
and new (super)molecules of unique symmetries.  
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